
three cents per day, and as high as ninety.five cents daily 
for piece work on tunnels; silk weavers can earn $2.15 to 
$2.85 a week per loom; factory women $2.15, and children 
$1 a week. BURiness and wages are very low. In good 
times wages are eighty per cent higher. The cost of the 
necessaries of life has increased some fifty per cent in thir· 
teen years, although it is now but little higher than five 
years ago. A man and wife with two or three children can 
live in two or three rooms in a poor and comfortless manner 
for $275 a year, and to support such an establishment all 
the members have to work ten or twelve hours daily. For 
a family of six persons the cost is about $7 per week-an 
amount but few families can earn, a8 the depression of trade 
and the reduction of time allow few to do a full week's 
work, although wages are nominally a trifle higher than 
five years ago. 

-----------4.�.H.�I�. __ ----------
P etroleulu Juue Review. 

DRILLING WELL ACCOUNT. 

The low price of oil and large accumulation of stock in 
the producing regions have had the effect to lessen operations 
in this department during the month of June. 

The total number of drilling wells in all the districts, at 
the close of the month, was 266, which was 110 less than in 
the preceding month. Rigs erected and being erected 243, 
against 309 last month. 1'he number of drilling wells com· 
pleted during the month was 269, being 151 less than in 
�Iay. Aggregate production of the new wells was 3,788 
barrels, against 6,851 barrels in May. The total num· 
ber of dry holes developed in the month was 22, against 
42 in May. 

The operators in the great northern field (Bradford dis· 
trict) have curtailed operations to an extent which will com· 
pare favorably. with the operators in the other portions of 
the producing rtlgions,' as will be seen by the following state· 
ment, namely: 

Number of wells drilling at the close of the month, 187, 
against 284 at the close of the previous month. Number of 
drilling wells completed in June, 193, against 346 in May. 
Number of rigs erected and being erected, 196, against 234 
in May. 

PRODUCTION. 

The daily average production for the month was 40,575 
barrels, being a decrease of 227 barrels. The new wells 
completed in June failed to make good the falling off of the 
old ones, by decreasing the daily average 227 barrels. Brad· 
ford district shows a daily average production of 16,000 
barrels, being an increase of 1,280 barrels over last month. 

The aggregate production in June of all the other districts 
combined, with the aid of 76 new wells, decreased the daily 
average 1,507 barrels. 

SHIPMENTS. 

The shipments in June, out of the producing regions, 
were 174,225 barrels larger than in the preceding month. 
The total shipments of crude, and refined reduced to crude 
equivalent, by railroad, river and pipes to the following 
points, were 1,135,119 barrels: 

$titutifit �tutJ:itau. [AUGUST 10, 1878. 
urine; but previous to reaching this stage it gives out a longed to the crocodile order; but the remains give evidence 
smell like that of very rancid butter. that the animal stood up on its hind legs, like a kangaroo. 

A blue pigment exudes from this decomposing matter, Another found in Colorado is estimated by Professor Marsh 
having some remarkable properties. It is remarkably fluo· to have been 100 feet long. A great many remains of the 
rescent, being red by reflected and blue by transmitted light; same general class, but belonging to different species, have 
it appears to be a product of the decomposition, and allied been collected and sent East. Among them from three to 
to the coloring matter found in some lichens. four hundred specimens of the dinosaur, and about a thou· 

••• , • sand pterodactyls, have been shipped from Colorado, 
ASTRONOMICAL NOTES. Wyoming. and Kansas. The wings of one of the latter were 

BY BERLIN H. WRIGHT. from thirty to forty feet from tip to tip. Seventeen differ· 
PENN YAN, N. Y., Saturday, August 10, 1878. ent species of these /lying dragons have been found in the 

The following calculations are adapted to the latitude of chalk of western Kansas. There have also been found six 
New York city, and are expressed in true or clock time, being I species of toothed birds. Comparatively little has been 
for the date given in the caption when not otherwise stated' j done toward classifying the late finds, the task is such 

PL ANETS. an enormous one. Great importance is attached to them, 
H.M. H.M. however, since nothing of the kind had been found in 
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.
.. ... � � ... � '''''.: '.: � � :�: I �:t� ��:��idian' � .'.: '. :'. � � :�: America until a little oV!lr a year ago and great stress had 

Jupiter in meridian. ....... 10 52 eve. Neptune rises ............. 10 27 eve. been laid by certain g;eologists on their absence. Another 
FIRST MAGNITUDE STARS. remarkable feature of the discovery was that the fossils 

H.M. H.M. which had been reported as not existing in this country had 
Alpheratz ris.es . ...... ... 654 eve. I Re!l'ulus sets............. 729 eve. hardly been brought to light in one locality before thousands Algol (var .) rIses . ......... 834 eve. SpICa sets . ........... .... 924 eve. 

I 
. .  . 

7 stars (Pleiades) rise ..... . 1053 eve. Arcturus sets. .... . ....... 0 08 mo. of tons of them were slmultaneously dlscovered III half a 
Aldebara� rises ...... ... 017 mo. Antares sets: .: . .......... 11 24 eve. dozen different places Capella rIses . ... . ... ... .. 940 eve. Ve ga III merIdIan ....... 9 15 eve. . 
Rigel rises........ ........ 2 23 mo. Altair in meridian ......... 10 27 eve. .. •• I • 
Betelgeuse rises .......... 208 mo. Deneb in meridian ........ 111geve. Trying to Save a Hundred and Fifty MUlion Dollars Siriusrises .. ....... . ...... 424mo. Fomalhaut rises .. . . ... .. 934eve. 
PrtJcyO!�. rises. . . . . . . . . . . . .. 3 59 mo. 

REMARKS. 

Mercury is brightest this date, and furthest from the sun 
August 13. Venus will be at her descending node August 
17. Jupiter will be near the moon August 17, 411. 20m. 
morning, being the moon's apparent diameter north; this 
will be an occultation south of the equator. Saturn will be 
near the moon August 16, being about 7° south. 

There will be a partial eclipse of the moon August 16, in 
the evening. The moon will rise more or less eclipsed east 
of Kansas, west of which no eclipse will be visible. 

Middle. 
H.M. 

Boston ....... ... ..... . .  7 24 eve. 
New york ... . ... . . . . . .  7 12 eve. 
Washington . . . .... . . .. , 7 00 eve. 
Charleston .. . . .. . .. ... 648 eve. 
Chicago .... ......... . . 
St. Louis . . . . . . . • . . . . . .  

------

New Orleans .......... . 

End. 
H.M. 
850 eVb. 
8 38 eve. 
8 26 eve. 
8 14 eve. 
7 44 eve. 
7 33 eve. 
734 eve. 

a Year. 

Professor Riley, recently appointed Government Ento· 
mologist and attached to the Agricultural Department, reo 
ports that specimens of insects injurious to agriculture are 
constantly being sent to the department from all parts of the 
country, with requests for information. In every instance, 
if a proper examination could be made, an effectual remedy 
could be found, and not less than $150,000,000 saved to tbe 
country annually. Recently a worm entirely new to science 
was sent to the department by an Iowa farmer, whose 
orchard of several thousand apple trees had been rendered 
unproductive for several years by the new depredator. For 
the interests of Western fruit growers this insect should 
immediately be investigated. Professor Riley asserts that 
the $5,000 recently voted by Congress for the investigation 
of the cotton worm, which has sometimes damaged the cotton 
crop of the South as much as $20,000,000 in a single fortnight, 
might have been used to better advantage by the department; 
the salary of the entomologist will use up all the money, 

The following shows the appearance of the moon whIm leaving next to nothing for experiments for the eradica· 
the eclipse is greatest tion of the pest. 
-7'1 digits, or 0'596 .. .. , • 
of the moon's diam· Industrial Education. 

eter. All are agreed that some education is necessary; but 
The s i z e of t h e  what? The great proportion of those having the direction 

eclipse will be the of our educational system and facilities in charge still cling 
same for all places. to a system which was established long before the first me· 
The time of middle chanical operation came into existence. Before the present 
and end for any other system of man's relation to man, socially, industrially, politi· 
p l a c e s  may be ob· cally, or commercially, was heard of, and notwithstanding 
tained by applying the the revolutions and advancement in all other things, there is 
difference of longitude a determined resistance to any attempt at revolution in what 
from Washington, con· shall be considered education. 

New York took ............... . 555,794 bbls. verted into time, to There is an effort to establish compulsory education; bll! 
Pittsburg . . . . .. . . .... . . . . 153,182 the Washington time what is the child to be taught? As if in league with the 
Cleveland ... . .. . . .. . ... . . 239,389 of middle and end, adding if east of Washington, and sub· false theories of the rights of labor, these efforts take the ap. 
Philadelphia" ... . . . . .. . .  . .. • .  73,426 tracting if west. prentices from the shops, force them away from where 
B t 29 266 " .. I • , .. os on . . . • . • . . . , they would learn something, and confine them inside a school 
Baltimore 26 623 " An Interesting &stronolnlcal Observation. 

Rl'chmond 
..... ... ........ , 

" house to learn-what? Certainly nothing of the materials, or 
. . . .. . . .. . ...... 7,000 To the Editor oj the Scientific American: tools, or pursuits by which they are to obtain their liveli. 

Ohio River refiners took . ...... 5,200 " While viewing the planet Jupiter, at about 5 minutes past hood. The child knows nothing of when or by whom the 
Other local points took . . . • . . , . 45�39 10 o'clock P.M., a very strange sight presented itself to the compass was discovered, the printing press, the use of 

Total shipments . ....... ... 1,135,119 observers, who were looking for a transit of one of the satel· powder, electricity, of steam, or of any one of the thousand 
Included in the above shipments there were 140,299 barrels lites. A very dark spot much larger than a satellite was mechanical operations now controlling every department of 
of refined from Toitusville and Oil City, which is equal to seen on the eastern edge of the disk, as shown in the above life. Does any school boy know how many kingdoms there 
187,065 barrels of crude.-Stowell'8 Petroleum Reporter. diagram. It moved rapidly westward along the upper mar· are in the natural world, or whether an animal, a vegetable 

.. , • , .. gin of the northern belt and passed off at 1 o'clock 24 min· and a mineral all belong to the same or to different ones? 
Relnark.able POisoning 01' a Lake. utes A.M. (12th). From its first internal contact till its last Will he know that from instinct the young of animals seeks 

A contributor to Nature describes the remarkable poison· its food and expands its lungs, as by the same instinct the 
ing of Lake Alexandrina-one of the bodies of water which root of a seed sucks up its nourishment from the soil and 
form the estuary of the Murray river, Australia. This year sends its leaves up to breathe the air? Will he know any· 
the water of the river has been unusually warm and low, thing of the nature or requirements of the soils or the plants 
and the inflow to the lakes very slight. The consequence that grow in them? Will this compulsory education teach 
has been an excessive growth of a conferva which is indigo the boy anything of the iron furnace, the foundry or rolling 
enous to these lakes and confined to them. This alga, mill, or the uses or handling of any of their products? Will 
Nodularia spumigera, is very light and floats on the water, it teach him anything of woods and their value, or for what 
except during breezes, when it becomes diffused, and being and how they are useful to man? 
driven to the lee shores, forms a thick scum like green oil external contact was just 3h. 19m., Pittsburg time. It ap· Will this knowledge, for which the powers of the State are 
paint. peared to be a solid opaque body, truly spherical, very ( to be required to force him to know it-will it teach him any-

This scum, which is from two to six inches thick, and of sharply defined, and most intensely black. The transit of thing of the nature or uses of metals, of metal working, or 
a pasty consistency, being swallowed by cattle when drink· the satellite occurred at 15 minutes after 11 o'clock, and the business depending upon them? Will it teach him 
ing, acts poisonously and rapidly causes death. The symp· had no unusual appearance. Now what was that dark anything of gold or silver, copper or brass? Any thing of pot· 
toms of the poisoning are stupor and unconsciousness, fall· I body? We are constant observers of the heavenly bodies, tery, of bone, ivory, celluloid, etc.? Will he learn anything 
ing and remaining quiet (as if asleep), unless touched, when though not deeply versed in the science of astronomy, and of hides, leather, or the production of these necessary articles? 
convulsions are induced, the head and neck being drawn 

I 
are anxious to know if any one can give us some light on Will he know whether the word textile applies to anything 

back by a rigid spasm, subsiding before death. The poison the subject. The telescopes used were a 272' inch and 5 inch but a spider's web or the wing of a butterfly? Whether the 
causes the death of sheep in from one to six or eight hours; achromatic, magnifying 154 and 216 diameters, but the 154 United States make, import, or grow cotton, wool, silk, flax, 
of horses, in from eight to twenty. four hours; of dogs, in was chiefly used. JOSEPH WAMPLER. and hemp? 
from four to five hours; and of pigs in three or four hours. JAMES R. GEMMILL. Will he know anything of commerce, railroads, telegraphs, 
A p08t mortem shows the plant is rapidly absorbed into the McKeesport, Pa., July 1 1, 1878. printing, and the great number of clerk labors in the larger 
circulation, where it must act as a ferment, and causes dis· .. .  '1 • towns? Will he have learned a single thing which will assist 
organization. As the cattle will not touch the puddle where SOlne 01' ProCessor Marsh's Recent Discoveries. him in his work of life? Will not every boy thus taken out 
the plant scum has collected and become putrid, all they Mr. S .  W. Williston, the assistant of Professor Marsh, has of the shop and placed at the compulsory schooling find after 
take is quite fresh, and the poisoning is therefore not due to been giving to the Omaha Bee some interesting facts with he has mastered all it has to give him that he yet knows noth
drinking a putrescent fluid full of bacteria, as was suggested. regard to the great reptilian fossils recently discovered in ing; that he must then commence where he was and serve 

Wh en the scum collects and dries on the banks it forms a Wyoming and Colorado. The bones found represent his apprenticeship; that instead of compulsory education his 
green crust. When, however, it is left in wet pools it rap·. reptiles @f many sizes, from that of a cat up to one past years have been wasted in obtaining but a compulsory 
idly decomposes, emitting II most horrible stench, like putrid I sixty feet high. The latter, found at Como, Wyoming, be. ignorance? 
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